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Perché 
parlare qui 
e oggi di 
ROBOT



The huge use of automated machines started during Industrial Revolution: 
but today is growing dramatically faster in respect to the past!

The word “robot”' (= slave) is of Czech 
origin and comes from Karel Čapek’s 

drama R.U.R. played in 1921

The word “robot” becomes really 
popular in the ’50s thanks to Isaac 

Asimov’s science-fiction novels.

The Stanford’s University robotic arm was introduced in 
1969 for the Ford T model construction.

Today robots are already being used 
in some schools!



What’s up!

The rapid obsolescence of our competences is today strictly tied to Technology: 
an issue that also HR must have in the agenda!

MEDIA



By 2025, adoption of advanced 
robots will boost productivity by up to 
30 percent in many industries, and 
lower total labor costs by 18 percent 
or more in countries such as South 
Korea, China, the U.S., Japan, and 
Germany.

BCG study estimates that:

> Factories will be smaller

> Thanks to cheap robots (25k USD) 
era of moving factories in order to find 
low labor cost will soon finish. 

More: replication of production will also be possible 
anywhere by sending the programming to similar robots 

> Manufacturers will begin to ramp up investment in 
robotics when the costs of owning and operating a system 
reach a 15 percent discount over the cost of employing a 
worker. 



No more fiction but reality…
Find it out in the following pages!



7Robot: as real as it gets…

1. HOTELS
In few years the 
receptionist or the porter 
might be a non-human…



Robot: as real as it gets…

2. MEDICAL
Power to patients …



2. MEDICAL
…but also to med-robots!

Robot: as real as it gets…



3. MOBILITY
We’re almost there…

Robot: as real as it gets…



4. MILITARY
Already available…

Robot: as real as it gets…



5. INDUSTRY
Already available…

Robot: as real as it gets…



6. WAREHOUSES
Already available…

Robot: as real as it gets…



Robot: as real as it gets…

7. FINANCE
Already available…

And other…



8. AND MORE!
Just look around…

Artist: milling robots 
and 3D printers

Automated food distributors, cashiers and picking

Robot: as real as it gets…



8. AND MORE!
Just look around…

SAR (search & rescue)

Robot: as real as it gets…

Agricultural 
support



• pre-Selection 

• Payrolling and T&A

• Training 

• Analytics (HR dashboards)

• Workforce planning

• Travel management

• etc.

Also HR will be 
“augmentated” thanks to 
new “robotic” tools…

Human - Robot interaction will be a new area of expertise in HR Depts.



KILLING JOBS? WHO IS AT RISK: those who are working 
on routine jobs.

On the other hand if at work you need to negotiate, help others and come up 
with original ideas your job is (for now) safe from automation.



“THE BRIGHT SIDE 
OF THE FORCE”: 

augmentation!

With automation, robots and 
A.I. we will have all the chance 
to leave to robots routine and 
hard work and thus use our 
“multiple intelligences” 
(Gardner) for the benefit of 
mankind…



There is no doubt: in the next years we will assist to a fast growing HUMAN –
ROBOT interaction also inside our offices & at work. The same already happened 
with computers and internet some years ago…

This means that also HR Depts have 
to start studying more this issue on 
multiple win-win approaches, ie not only 
in order to easily reduce labor costs and 
thus raise efficiency and margins.
In other words it is HR responsibility to 
find out how can we really introduce 
augmentation in our different and 
diverse “human staff” also on a ethical 
perspective. Otherwise the not far risk is 
that one day machines will work and 
produce value only for other machines. 

START TRAINING NOW: HR shall start adding Human-Robot interaction as a focus 
area by understanding more on artificial intelligence, machine perception, neuroscience, 
applied mechanics, philosophy, ethics and computer science as well. 
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